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BL Companies #17D3392 

February 16, 2018 
 

      This Addendum is in response to questions and Requests For Information from Contractors  
      during the bid phase of this project: 
 

1. Omit frosted glass at Window Units `A’ & `B’, located in Existing Office and Existing First Aid 
room.  
 

2. New replacement louvers to remain as wood. 
 

3. `A’ series Andresen Windows would be acceptable as long as they meet all of the design criteria, 
including color selections, as specified for the `E’ Series. 

 
4. It was stated at the pre-bid meeting that all the second-floor windows are subject to individual 

selection using unit pricing, and are not to be included in the base bid. Is that correct? 
BL Response – Yes. Bid documents call for Alternate Prices for the Second Floor Windows. 
 

5. The existing decking has been installed with full length pieces, no exposed butt joints, except 
where the decking changes direction at the major corners of the porch, and at a small and 
separate area next to the concrete ramp. Is it the intent for us to follow this full-length pattern 
rather than using lower cost random length pieces with exposed butt joints? 
BL Response- Yes. Install all new decking in full length pieces. 
 

6. The costs associated with any unforeseen repairs such as rotted joists, studs, jacks, headers, etc. 
are to be paid based on unit pricing and separate from the base bid, and no cost of any such 
repair work will be included in the base bid. Is that correct.? If not, please clarify and quantify.  
BL Response – Unit prices are listed in the Bid Documents for this purpose. Since no demolition 
was done to verify the extent of any damaged and/or rotted framing, there is no way to quantify 
these items. Therefore, unit pricing is in place for these items. 
 

7. There is a trim/deck board at the outer edge of the porch decking between the gutter and the 
stone wall, which seems to be supporting the gutter below. Are we to replace these trim 
boards?  
BL Response – these boards should also be replaced so that the entire decking is new material. 
Contractor should exercise caution so as not to damage/disturb the existing gutter system. 
 

8. Regarding the replacement of the exterior window trim, are we to obtain custom made trim to 
match the majority of the existing windows, (Expensive) or are we to find an acceptable stock 
profile to use?  There are already variations in the existing trim. The HM door frames have trim 
different from the bulk of the windows, as do the double and triple window units that are to be 
replaced.    
BL Response- Provide new wood trim from stock items that most closely match the existing trim 
for width, depth, profile, etc. Contractor to verify sizes of all existing trim in the field. 
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